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L. The letter L is thought to be descended blocked until midsummer by the Labrador 
from the ancient Egyptian hieroglyph represent- current flowing down from the Polar regions. 
ing a lioness ~, which became the symbol ~ Labrador is the townless, roadless home of the. 
or when written in a running hand. Here fisherman and the trapper, of the dog-team and. 
we can already see oome reselll:blance to reindeer. 
our letter. · - The Cree Indian trapper of the south, the: 

The Phrenicians wrote it like this t, and squat sturdy Eskjmo of the north, and the scat
called it Lamed, " ox-goad," from its resemblance tered groups of white settlers are well supplied 
to that object. The Greeks called A CHILD OF THE SNOW with firewood, lumber, game, and 
it Lambda, and turned it about so :'r·'·""'Y~··~~ ...... ,., .. . . " , --....,·-~ boots and clothing made of skins. 
that it looked like our V upside . , ~ Nearly all do their harvesting in. 
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The letters Land R, known as the beaver, otter, mink, and other fur-
liquids, are very closely related. 

1 
bearing anjmals, in summer-time. 

There are peoples, the Chinese . . 1 goes ·fishing for salmon and cod 

r, and t.hese substitute l for r , as abundant that in Labrador the· 
when they say vely for very. This J word "cod "is sjnonymous with. 
use of l for r is known as " lamb- : " fish." 
dacism." The Japanese, on the J The English medical missionary 
other hand, substitute r for l. ! Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell, for many 
LA B RA I> 0 R • Patches and 1 years did much, by his yachting 
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columns of many-coloured lights : visits in summer, and dog or rein- · 
dance fantastically in the mid- · ; deer sleigh trips in winter, to re-
night sky above the ice-bound 1 lieve the suffering and distress. 
strip of a rugged coast-line rising ~ among these hardy fisher follr. (See 
out of a shadowy phosphorescent · ~-- Grenfell.) . 
sea. " The spirits of the dead 1 The Roar of the Grand Falls 
are at play," the superstitious 'Ihe interior has fine forests 
Eskjmo says, as he looks with awe f 1 of firs and birches, an enormous. 
at t.he wonderful spectacle of these L _ N -·· -·--·· __ .~- ..... ~ quantity of pulp-wood, and abun-. 
"northern lights." Presently, A little Eskimo, whose home is dant iron. It also possesses at 
when they f~de, a fiery dawn in Labrador. He is well pro- Hamilton Inlet, 250 mil~s from 

tected from the intense cold. breaks forth in splendour, dis- the sea, magnificent water-power. 
closing a wall of giant cliffs washed by the deep The source of this is the gorgeous Grand Falls. 
blueiceberg-strewnAtlantic a land wherefi9rds (302 feet high and 200 feet wide), whose roar 
and bays carve their way in and out between can be heard 20 miles away. If these falls . 
titanic lichen-strewn rocks, white with gulls and could be turned to work, it is said they would 
other sea-fowl. develop energy equal to 1,700,000 horse-power 

Newfoundland's Piece of Canada enough to operate a large proportion of all 
This is Labrador, the most easterly part of the the manufactories and railways of Canada for 

North American continent, a narrow strip from many years to come. 
10 to 50 miles wide along the mainland of Canada After John Cabot discovered the coast in 
which politically is a part of Newfoundland. It 1497, fishermen from England, France, Spain, 
is a lonely land of brief summers and cold and Portugal flocked to it, attracted perhaps by 
stormy winters, perpetually chilled by the icy Sebastian Cabot's assertion that cod-fish were 
blasts that sweep across from the Arctic in- so numerous that "they sumtymes stayed his. 
terior, giving it an average temperature for the shippes." The interior was practically un
year below freezing ; and its ports are ice- explored until 1840. 
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